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At the present time increasing interest is being displayed in problems
relating to the present generation of young people in all industrially
advanced countries of the world, a fact which is also observed in our
country. Not only sociological research, but also experiments on synthetic
studies, whose authors attempt to present a general characteristic of the
young generation of today, are registering an upward trend.
In our contribution we try to present a characteristic of the individual
post-war generations of our youth. We proceed from our definition of the
term of youth as age and biosocial groups, and of the term of generation
as historic-social groups.
Our considerations are a summary of the results of a more extensive
work. In the characteristics of the present-day generation of young people
they are based on the activities of sociological research on youth realized
now in our country, in the characteristic of previous generations on
historic sources, public inquiries, recollections of participants in various
movements, and on the observations of our own participation. At the same
time we also make use of some results of research conducted in the other
socialist countries.
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Before we are going to differentiate the individual post-war generations
of our youth, we should like to point to certain features that are common
to all generations of the socialist era of our history and that differ from
the post-war generations of our youth and from the youth in the nonsocialist countries as well.
From the point of view of the relations between youth and society ,
which primarily captures our interest in this connection, the following
two factors are of a decisive character in the socialist era of our history:
In the first place it is a period of very rapid social changes concerning
all the spheres of life of human society. The changes were realized both
by the action of people's forces "from below" and by their initiation,
particularly thanks to the officials of the Communist Party of Czecho
slovakia in the various socio-political institutions, "from above". Thus,
especially in the first stages of this period (1945—1948), that type of social
dynamics was involved which, from the point of view of social adaptation
of youth, is relatively favourable.
In the second place the development of the post-war generations was
influenced by the fact that the socialist society afforded, even though not
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in all substages to quite the same extent, youth a wide scope for giving
free way to their interests and provided them ample opportunities of
participation in the activities of all spheres of social life. In the years
when the national and democratic revolution grew over and in the years
of building up socialism, young people were even outspokenly assigned
the role of one of the revolutionary forces that help to put through and
realize socialist ideas.
Under these conditions that "rise of the young generation" takes place
in our country — and similarly also in the other coutries of the socialist
system — as has been characterized by the Polish sociologist Josef
Chalasinski who investigated the thoughts of farm youth in Poland during
the time of the first Six-Year Plan. The results of these research activities
showed how quickly the interest displayed by young people, in this case
by farm youth, in politics and their self-consciousness had grown.
The high degree of interest in politics is a characteristic feature of all
post-war generations of our youth, even though, as we attempt to show
in the following, it manifested itself in a different manner in the various
stages of the socialist era of our history.
When comparing the political interest of young people in the socialist
and capitalist countries, we find the following important difference: young
people's political interest in socialism was directed largely to the sector
of economic construction. Participation in this construction of the country's
economy was positively becoming one of the most important criteria of
political activity.
If we follow the development of youth and the history of its movement
in the post-war period, we find that in many respects there is a marked
differentiation between the thoughts and the actions of young people in
the different stages of the post-war years of our history. These differences
are so much evident, especially between the youth of the first post-war
years and that of today, that they justify us to speak of different post-wa
generations of our youth.
In the further parts of the present paper we, therefore, focus our
attention, above all, on the problems our youth was faced with in the time
of growing over of our revolution (1945—1948) and the youth of the first
years of building up socialism (1949—1955), and particularly with the ques
tions relating to the present-day young generation.
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II
The members of the first post-war generation of our youth entered life
in the joyful atmosphere of the liberation of the Czechoslovak Republic.
From their childhood or early youth they brought along direct or mediated
experiences from the time of Nazi occupation which exerted a considerable
influence upon their minds and deeds.
The process of social adaptation of this generation proceeded also in
many respects under more favourable conditions than it was the case with
the preceding generations. Our entire society went through a stage of
deep social changes that were realized in that period in agreement with
the special conditions given by the historic development and the then
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prevailing social situation in our country which were realized in the way
of gradual changes. Of importance was the fact that the overwhelming
part of young people wanted and could take part in their own manner.
They were called upon and guided to do so.
Under those historic conditions a young generation strongly engaged in
political life grew up in a natural way as early as the beginning of 1945.
Its bulk connected or began to connect its own personal existence, its
future, with the idea of socialism, even though the different sections or
groups of young people frequently imagined the socialist society in a
different way. The socialist orientation of the then young generation is
furnished proof of by the fact that its participation which linked political
engagement right with membership in political parties was for the greater
part organized in the parties of the so-sailed socialist bloc. In the years
1946 and 1947 approximately 450,000 young people were organized in the
Czech Lands in one of the four existing political parties, which makes
roughly 30 per cent of all boys and girls in the age groups of 16 to 24
years. Out of the total number of young people organized in political
parties, over 80 per cent were members of the parties forming the socialist
bloc, and almost 33 per cent of all young people organized in a political
party were, in turn, members of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia.
In that revolutionary period the conditions for realizing a broad unit of
action of the youth movement were thus created. Sources of those times
show that in the ranks of young people — with members of all their
sections — a strong tendency displayed itself in 1945 for unity of action
also with the members of various youth organisations.
Tendencies towards unity of youth manifested themselves in most
people's democratic countries, even though the organisational forms in
which this unity was being realized were different in the particular
countries. Thus, for instance, unlike Yugoslavia, where the United Federa
tion of Anti-Fascist Youth of Yugoslavia had been set up in illegality
towards the end of 1942, which after the country's liberation became the
only youth organisation, the activities of those youth organisations which
had been prohibited by the Nazi occupants and whose programmes were
in keeping with the programme of the first stage of our revolution were
also restored in Czechoslovakia in 1945, besides the newly arisen national
Unions of Czech and Slovak Youth. The organisations involved were
primarily traditional organisation of our youth such as the Junak-Boy
and Girl Scouts Movement, the University Students' Association, in
addition to organisations for physical culture and sports (Sokol, Orel, DTJ)
of a religious character (Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., etc), of a cultural character,
in which a part of the young people was also organized.
The unity of action of the youth movement was realized in our country
in 1945 in organisational respect through collective membership of the
principal youth organisations in the Unions of Czech Youth.
The National Youth Unions represented the most typical organisation
in the period of growing over of the revolution. The Union of Czech Youth
and the Union of Slovak Youth were in their way selective organisations,
whose members were those young people who were satisfied with their
programmes.
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The importance of the Union of Youth followed from its position in the
system of the National Front which on an institutional level was formed
of the political parties and the mass organisations. Its membership, of
which 77 per cent were young people not organized in any political party,
supported the growing over process of the revolution. It was that part of
the young generation which took an active role in the course of the
February events in 1948 and in the following years, often already in
leading position of public life, and in realizing the socialist changes of
our society.
A typical feature of the years 1945 to 1948 is the political struggle for
the conception of the further development of our society. The political
differentiation which manifested itself, on the one hand, in the already
mentioned rate of organisation in political parties, on the other hand, in
the political struggle within the individual youth organisations, especially
marked in the University Students' Associations, was symptomatic for
the political engagement of the young people of that time. The political
struggles culminated in our country in February 1948.
The February events opened up wide opportunities for those members
of the first post-war generation of youth who had actively supported the
development of the revolution. Young people were afforded great oppor
tunities of social advance who are today about forty years old and thus
can occupy their positions still for some longer time. This advance,
concerning a relatively large number of people, has changed the course
of the natural generation shift, which manifests itself in the present times
as well.
Under different conditions grew up those young people who went
through the process of social adaptation in the fifties, especially in their
first half. Of decisive influence for the moulding of the profile of the
members of this generation is their participation in the complicated process
of socialist transformation of society, the main goal of which was laid
down by the IXth Congress of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia
in 1949. The years 1949 to 1960 can be characterized as years of trans
formation of the formerly essentially capitalist class structure of our
society to a socialist structure.
The sweeping changes in our society exerted a fundamental influence
on the mind and the behaviour of the then young generation. For the
youth who always distinguishes itself by the highest social mobility of all
the age groups, the mass transfer from the villages to the towns is a
typical feature of that time, as called forth by the process of the increased
rate of the industrialization drive. For the bulk of the young people in the
villages and towns, favourable conditions on the whole were given for a
social advance . Most young people who had grown up in the years 1950
to 1956 linked their own personal prospects right with the course of
building-up of socialism and with the results of the Five-Year Plans.
Young people of that period, in their majority, also accepted the Marxist
world outlook. It was a period when in our country Marxist ideas spread
and consolidated. Their dissemination among the youth, but also among
the adults, however, adopted not infrequently forms that caused our
young people not to acquire the critical-analytic spirit of the Marxist
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theory, but only a certain sum of doctrines and often only very simplified
schemes in the well-known Stalinite formulations. Just with this genera
tion, whose members had no possibility of verifying their views in the
confrontation or the ideological clash with non-Marxist ideas, things went
so far that part of them dogmatically believed in the correctness of
everything that was being realized in our country.
An important mile-stone in that period was the XX Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, held in 1956, the consequences of
which influenced the youth growing up in the period of the close of the
fifties. Its response was already to be felt in the years 1956 to 1960, espe
cially among the youth at the Universities and Colleges. Since with many
young people the relationship to communism was rather a matter of feel
ing than of reason, the reactions of many young people to the criticism of
the personality cult were also mostly of an emotional character.
Towards the end of the fifties and the beginning of the sixties conditions
began gradually to form where the growing up present-day generation
of our youth developed differenty from the preceding generations.
th
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Our present-day generation, among whom we also count young people
that in the middle of the sixties were about 16 to 24 years old, belong accord
ing to their birth dates to the age groups 1941 to 1949. If we take into
consideration the present-day young people within the range of from 16 to
21 years, who capture most our interest, we find that they do not recollect
any more the war years, respectively that they were born already in the
post-war period. They lived through their childhood at the beginning of
the fifties, went through their school years at a time when in our country
the cultural traditions were interrupted as a result of the already men
tioned events, when they acquired a simplified idea both of the capitalist
world and of the socialist world.
The members of the present-day generation found themselves in their
ripening youth in an other society as that which they had created in
their imaginations. New cultural influences and the other aspects of so
cial happenings, among them our present-day economic difficulties as well,
begin to act on them. The criticism of the so-called one man cult impaired
in the ripening part — but not only in them — of our population in a justi
fied manner the schematic ideas of a socialist society and failed to create
by itself new ideas.
If, at the same time, we proceed from the characteristic features of the
psychology of a young person, of which we should like to draw attention
in this connection especially to the desire to carry one's point as an inde
pendent person and to distinguish oneself from the adults, the tendency
to rigorousness in views, as well as little experience in life, we understand
why today the generation problem appears to us in a much more defined
likeness than was the case with both preceding young generations. Young
people, as some research studies of youth have shown, often see even the
question of the personality cult in the light of generation relations.
Also from the point of view of social adaptation of the members of the
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present-day generation there exist conditions different from those for both
preceding generations. In our society the process of revolutionary trans
formation of the former class structures into a structure of socialist society
has been complete in .essence. Thus there also occurred a relative stabilisa
tion of the new s&cial structure, including a relative stabilisation of the
socialist institutions. Another important factor is the that the members
of present-day youth ereate, as a result of the new historic conditions, even
a different system and hierarchy of values from those the membres of the
higher age groups possess, their fathers, respectively — members of the
youth movement of the first post-war years.
And that, of course, is not only our problem, It is to be seen today in'
all European countries of the socialist system.
The indicated facts force Us to examine more deeply the problems relat
ing to the present-day young generation. That is why extensive research
studies are being prepared and beginning to be realized. The hitherto'
obtained results also show that in the present-day young generation we
encounter, besides attitudes resulting from the natural development of
every young individual which we can follow in young people of all eras
and all cultures, several features of own thoughts and actions of young
people in all industrially advanced countries. This applies, above all, to the
way of using spare time.
At the same time we must not, of course, overlook that our youth dif
fers in many respects from the youth in the capitalist countries. This is
evident from a comparison of research activities in Czechoslovakia and in
the West European countries. The most characteristic difference following
from this comparison resides in the much higher political engagement of
our youth, as well as of Poland's, Yugoslavia's, and the Soviet Union's youth.
The bulk of our youth deems socialism to be a matter of course and re
cognizes its numerous advantages. Another question, on which light was
thrown by research activities published in the journal Nova mysl (New
Mind), resides in the fact how young people imagine the optimum model
of socialist society. Serious shortcomings of our society are seen by the
young people, above all, in formalism, red tape, in people's passivity, in the
incorrect wage system, etc. In many respects their criticism thus agrees
with the critical analysis made by the XIII Congress of the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia. However, as a rule, it is stronger, as it is to be
seen from the psychology of a young person.
In the political views and in the goals of life the young generation of
today is also much more concrete than many members of the young genera
tion of the time of the national and democratic revolution and the genera.-tion of the time of building up of socialism had been. It is typical, the
results of the research activities carried on by our and Polish sociologists;
agreeing, that the overwhelming number of the members of all social
sections of youth give, as a rule, to the question of what they value most
in life, the agreeing answer "a well-paid job".
The thoughts and the actions of our present-day generation of young
people penetrate very distinctly into their movement as well. Young people
of the present criticize expressions of formalism and red tape in the work
of the Union of Czechoslovak Youth, they point to certain negative results.
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<of the excessive mass character of this organisation, to the low differentia
tion rate in the activities which cannot fully satisfy the interests of all its
members. All these are questions that also Party and Union of Youth
bodies are trying to solve at the present time. In the not too far away past
the indicated shortcomings in the work of the Union of Czechoslovak Youth
contributed their share to the fact that young people began to associate
in various informal groups and that the tramp movement received fresh
support.
The complicated and intricate questions of the present-day generation
of Czechoslovak youth and the problems relating to their movement can
be tackled and solved only on the basis of thorough scientific know-how in
•close cooperation with sociologists, psychologists, pedagogues, and with
historians as well. Of importance to note is the fact that under the present
• circumstances the basic conditions for this work have already been created.
Translated by L. G. Winter
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Among our literature we should like to point out, above all, the following publi
cations: "Aktualni problemy sociologie mladeze" (Topical Problems Relating to
Youth Sociology), volume of authors, Ostrava 1965; "Problemy vyzkumu osobnosti
vysokoskolskeho studenta" (Problems Relating to Research of the Personality of
a University Student), volume of authors, Olomouc 1965; "O specifienosti hnuti
mladeze" (On the Specificity of the Youth Movement), volume of authors, Praha
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foreign origin.
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countries we point to the volume compiled by a team of authors "Mlodziez epoki
przemian", Warszawa 1965, besides the reports quoted in the mentioned volumes
of ours.
Cf. Dagmar Cahovd, K vymezeni mi'sta mladeze v socialni struktufe spolecnosti
(On the Assignment of Youth's Place — as age groups — in the Social Structure of
our Society), Pfehled, 1966, No. 1.
Karel Mannheim emphasizes that the sociologist's interest in the study of youth,
unlike the pedagogue's and psychologist's interests, focusses on two questions, i. e.
what youth expects from society and what society expects from youth. K. Mann
heim "Das Problem der Jugend in der modernen Gesellschaft", Zurich, 1951.
Josef Chalasinski "Awans pokolenia" (The Advanced Generation), cited according
to Jerzy Kubin "Polish Youth", in the mentioned volume "Topical Problems Re
lating to Youth Sociology".
'° The same tendency is displayed, inasmuch Poland's and Yugoslavia's youths are
concerned, by Bauman and Zvonarevich in the papers quoted in the Ostrava vo
lume.
A wide range of literary works are given over to the questions of the working
activity of youth in our county. We should like to underline here two aspects of this
tendency of engagement of youth. Youth labour teams contributed, beyond dispute,
.towards speeding up the reconstruction of our economy destroyed during the war
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and, in later years, to the building up of the national economy. In their promotion
and publicity, however, a one-sided glorification of manual unskilled work occurred,
which was at variance with the needs of development of the economy in
industrially advanced Czechoslovakia.
We present the total number of young people according to the Population Census
carried out in Czechoslovakia in the years 1946 and 1947 (Soupis obyvatelstva
v Ceskoslovensku v letech 1946 a 1947), Praha 1951, page 34.
Age group
(completed year)

Total

Boys

Girls

15-19
20-24

697.303
744.618

352.942
363.507

244.361
381.111

Total

1,441.921

716.449

725.472

These problems are dealt with in detail in the article "K otazce jednoty a diferenciace mladeznickych hnuti" (On the Question of Unity and Differentiation of the
Youth Movement), published in the cited volume "On the Specificity of the Youth
Movement".
The Union of Czech Youth associated in 1945 about 400,000 young people, The Jundk
— Czech Scout Movement roughly 150,000; the Revolutionary Trade Unions Youth
approx. 100,000; and the University Students' Association some 60,000 members.
The number of the Czech Youth Union members decreased in 1946 and 1947. As of
November 15th, 1947 it counted 298,000 members, of whom 150,000 were registered.
Cf. Dagmar Cahovd "The Junak" (Czech Boy-Scout Organisation) and the forming of
the United Youth Organisation Journal of Studies of the Philosophical faculty of
the University of Brno, G. (Studies in Social Science), 1964.
Attention is drawn in this connection to the evaluation of that period in the papers
by Jan Kfen and Milan Reiman "K synteze nasich novodobych dejin" (On the
Synthesis of Our Modern History), Contributions to the History of the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia, 1963, No. 2.
We should not forget that a part of the first post-war young generation, as a result
of the beginning dogmatic-sectarian deformations of living conditions in the fifties,
was greatly handicapped.
We proceded here from the data furnished by M. Kucera, The Population of the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic over the Years 1945 to 1965, Demography, No. 2,1965:

Classes and Social Sections

Workers
Farmers — small, medium-class,
running own farms,
cooperative
Other employees
Tradesmen (business, crafts)
Capitalists (industry & agricul.)
Others

Total

Before the liberation
1945
49,8 %
22,8 %
11,6%
6,6 %
9,2 %

1961

55

o/

0

3,5 %
11,7%
27,4 %
2,4 %o

100

%

100

%
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' Conditions prevailing in our country in the time of the first Five-Year Plan realized
over the years 1949 to 1953 are, in certain respects, analogous to the conditions pre
vailing in Poland during the first Six-Year Plan. It is from those years that the
already mentioned research results obtained by Prof. Chalasinski date. Prof. Cha
lasinski, on the basis of studying the journals of 5,000 Polish youths, arrived at
the conclusion that in the years of building up socialism the self-consciousness of
young Polish farmers and workers had unusually grown. A similar experience was
made in Czechoslovakia, too, even though in the mentioned period sociological
research was no more carried on in our country. Proof of this is furnished by
numerous sources of information and observations, as well as by the evidence of
witnesses.
Ivan Tesdr occupies himself with questions of the development of the University
youth in the post-war in the article "Studentstvo a revolufni hnuti" (The Students
and the Revolutionary Movement), published in the volume On the Specificity of
Youth and in a contribution at the conference on the Development of the Post
war Generations, held in Prague in January 1966.
Pavel Machonin, "Nova socialni struktura" (The New Social Structure), Kulturni
tvorba, January 21st, 1965.
Prof. Zvonarevich of the Zagreb University presented at the Sociological Seminar
in Ostrava 1965 the following results of research on the generation relations in
Yugoslavia: To the question whether there exists an agreement of views between
the present-day generation and the generation of fathers, 32 per cent of the per
sons asked answered "yes", the bulk, i. e. 55 per cent, said "no", and 15 per cent
had not given any thought to that problem. Of particular interest were those ans
wers which were to show where disagreement resided in. The most surprising
thing was that 53 per cent of the young Yugoslavs asked replied that they con
sidered their participation in the partisans' fight to be of little importance in the
present evaluation of the members of older generations, while the generation of
"fathers" continued to put this criterion in a foremost place.
Some results of sociological research we base our work on are published in the
cited volumes (item 1), where there are also references to other sources.
Interesting results to this effect are presented by M . Macha "Mladez a spolecnost"
(Youth and Society), in the cited volume Topical Problems Relating to Youth
Sociology; furthermore by F. Koudelka, "Poznamky k nekterym problemum volneho
casu", (Remarks on Certain Problems of Leisure Time), in the volume Problems
Relating to Research of the University Student's Person.
Sociologicky o mladezi (Sociological Considerations on Youth), Nova mysl (New
Mind), 1965, No. 2.
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MLADE2E

Autorka se v uvodu zmifluje o torn, ze se u nas zvysuje v poslednich letech zajem
0 studium otazek mladeze, jemuz se venuji jiz nejen pedagogove a psychologove, ale
1 sociologove a historikove. Upozornuje v teto souvislosti na sborniky praci, ktere
u nas k teto problematice byly vydany. Dale vysvetluje sve rozliieni pojmu mladeze
jako vekove socialni skupiny, jez je jednou ze skupin biosocialnich, a pojmu generace
jako kategorie historicko-socidlnl. Ve sve uvaze — jez je shrnutlm problematiky rozsahlejsi prace — se opira o nektere sociologicke vyzkumy, historicke prameny a dobove ankety, o vzpominky ucastniku hnuti mladeze a konecng o vlastni zucastnena
pozorovani. Konfrontuje vysledky studia problematiky naSi mladeze s vysledky vyzkumu uskute£n§nych v jin^ch socialistickych zemich.
I
V prve casti se autorka pokousi o struCnou charakteristiku vsech povalecnych
generaci naSi mladeze a o vymezeni zakladnich rozdilu mezi postoji mladeze v so
cialistickych a kapitalistickych zemich.
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Vychazi pfitorri z rhodelu dynamiky spolecenskeho zivota, ktery pouzil Zygmunt
Bauman ve svem referate Polska rriladez a politika. Z hlediska tohoto modelu byla
Situace u nas a v lidove demokratickych zemich velmi pffzniva pro socialni adaptaci
tsocializaci) mladeze. Spolecnost prochazela obdobim pfemen, ktere se uskutecfiovaly
piisobenim revolucnich sil a byly soucasne navozovany lidove demokratickymi institucemi a organizacemi. Mladezi byla pfiznavaha role jedne z revolucnich sil. Za teto
Situace vynistala prvni povalecna generace na§i mladeze, ktera si pfinasela z detstvi
a z rane mladosti prime ci nepfime zkusenosti z obdobi nacisticke okupace, jako g en e f a c e v e l m i s i l n e p o l i t i c k y a n g a z o v a n a . Autorka srovnava vyvoj
nasi rniadeze s vysledky, ktere publikoval profesor Chalasinski v praci „Vzestup
pokoleni" (Awans pokolenia). Vysoky stuperi politicke angazovanosti je charakteristickym rySem vsech povalecnych generaci mladeze, i kdyz se v jednotlivych etapach
socialistickeho obdobi nasich dejin projevoval v ruznych formach. V souvislosti
s otazkou politicke angazovanosti nasi mladeze se autorka pokouSi ukazat na nektere
odlisne rysy politicke angazovanosti v socialistickydh a kapitalistickych zemich.
II
Ve druhe casti clanku je podavana strucna charakteristika prvych povalecnych
generaci nasi mladeze — mladeze dorustajici v obdobi procesu pferiistani narodni
a demokraticke revoluce, a mladeze, u niz se proces socialni adaptace dokonCoval
v obdobi vystavby socialismu. Pfi vykladu vyvoje mladeze ve druhem zminenem
obdobi upozornuje autorka na vyznam roku 1956. Proces zahajeny X X . sjezdem
KSSS ovlivnil take vyvoj mladeze u nas. Jeho diisledky se zfetelne projevuji i u soudasne generace na§i mladeze.
Prvni povalecnou generaci na§i mladeze je mozno charakterizovat jako generaci
politicky angazovanou a politicky diferencovanou. Pfevazna jeji cast pfijala ideje
socialismu, i kdyz si jej jednotlive vrstvy mladych lidi pfedstavovaly casto ruzne.
Socialisticka orientace pfevazne casti mladeze je vyvozovana z cisel o stranicke organizovanosti naSi mladeze.
V dalsf casti ukazuje autorka strudne vliv unorovych udalosti na vyvoj mladeze.
Unorove vitezstvi revolucnich sil umoznilo v nasledujicich letech rychly socialni vze. stup tech vrstev mladeze, ktera podporovala revolucni zmeny socialni struktury.
Autorka ukazuje nektere charakteristicke rysy mladeze z let 1949—1955, ktera pfijala
ve vetSine marxisticky svetovy nazor, av§ak ve zjednodusene podobe znamych deformaci tohoto obdobi.
:

III
Zaverecna cast vykladu je venovana problematice soucasne generace mladeze.
Opira se o prve vysledky sociologickych vyzkumu nasi mladeze a konfrontuje je
s vysledky pruzkumu v jinych socialistickych zemich. Ukazuje, ze i soucasna mlada
generace je silne politicky angazovana, pficemz se v jejich politickych nazorech projevuje znacna konkretnost a stfizlivost. To vynika zvlaste v oblasti hierarchie zivotnich hodnot. Zaverem ukazuje nektere nove tendeffce Ve vyvoji na§i mladeze, ktere
i bude nutne dukladne zkoumat.

